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Afternoon:

Project based theme: Anglo Saxons and Vikings
How do the Vikings fight?
Click on this link to learn about how the Vikings fought:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/ztyr9j6/articles/zy9j2hv
Using the information you have learnt, can you create and design your own Viking weapon and Long boat.

Weekly Maths

Science: Storm in a glass!

Weekly focus: Use Mathletics and My Mini Maths to
revise your learning on:
https://myminimaths.co.uk/year-6-mini-maths/

http://www.sciencefun.org/kidszone/experiments/st
orm-in-a-glass/

Practise papers on: https://myminimaths.co.uk/year-6arithmetic-practice-papers/

Follow this link to learn about how you could create
a storm in a glass!

Ideas for PSHE: Black Lives Matter
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/52813673
Follow this link and read all of the information. Some of it is very sensitive, but it is very important to
understand.
Can you write a poem or speech that explains your views on this issue and the changes you would like to
see in the world?
Art: use this to create a poster that shows the changes you would like to see in the world.

Weekly spellings

Ideas for Physical Activity

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/english-games/7-11years/spelling-and-grammar

The Body Coach, Joe Wicks, will be adding daily P.E.
videos on YouTube that you and your family can
spend time together following. You can choose a

particular video you want to follow on a daily basis, but
here’s a short routine to get you started!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d3LPrhI0v-w
Daily reading
Please refer to your link book for comprehension style questions for you to answer on a daily basis in
reference to what you are reading.
When you finish a book make sure you write a book review thinking about the author.

Monday Multiply decimals by integers

Tuesday Divide decimals by integers

Wednesday Convert a decimal into a fraction and simplify

Thursday

Friday – Maths challenges

Monday – Semi colons

Tuesday Preparing and drafting a letter
Key features to check when preparing and redrafting
Collecting ideas


Have you gathered your ideas together? For example, if you were writing a
thank you letter to our Healthcare Heroes, this could be all the reasons you are
grateful to them.
Structure




Have you used the correct structure for the text type?
For example, a formal letter (like a thank you) has a strict structure.
Vocabulary and language




Check your language style, should it be formal or informal?
Have you made strong vocabulary choices? Are adjectives and figurative
language (eg similes and metaphors) needed to illustrate your point?
Punctuation and spelling



Proofread - check for spelling mistakes and accurate punctuation.

Activity: Make a plan and draft your very own Healthcare Hero thank you letter.
Top tip!
Remember, don’t be afraid to make mistakes. Making changes to your work is all
part of the writing journey!

Wednesday Writing a thank you letter
When writing a formal letter there's a few key things to remember. The list
below will help you get started!
Key features of a formal thank you letter
Layout - including address and date




Your address should be written in the top-right corner of the page.
The date should be written below your address.
Below the date on the left hand side of the page, write the recipients address.
Who are you writing to?





If you do know the person; use their name, eg Dear Ms M Coles.
If you don’t know the person/people then use Dear Sir/Madam.
Remember, add a comma after.
Beginning the letter Your opening sentence should get to the point and clearly
state why you are writing:




I am writing to say thank you for ...
I write to share my gratitude for...
Tone (the way the letter sounds)





In a thank you letter, finding the correct tone can be tricky.
The aim is to sound ‘business like’ whilst also being warm and friendly.
Avoid using too much language that seems casual or chatty.
Paragraphs




Include all the relevant details of why you are thankful.
Make sure that each point you make has a separate paragraph.
Closing statement




Restate the main point of your letter.
Make sure that you provide an action for the reader; eg keep smiling and take
care.
Ending your letter



Use yours sincerely if you do know the person.
Use yours faithfully if you don’t know the person.



Activity Write your very own thank you letter to our wonderful Healthcare
Heroes. Good luck!
Remember to use the correct features of a thank you letter.
Top tip!



Make a plan for your letter before you write.
Remember, checking your work and redrafting is part of the writing process.
Don’t be scared to make mistakes!
Super challenge
Think back to the other lessons from this week. In your letter, can you include:




Figurative language including hyperbole, similes and metaphors.
A sentence including a semicolon.

Thursday Bitesize Daily Book Club: A Pocketful Of Stars by Aisha Bushby
Follow the link below and complete a series of activities!
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zvhhnrd

Friday – Proof reading exercise
Edit and adapt using your SPaG
proof reading and editing practice
extract from charlie and the chocolate factory, by roald dahl

oh what a man he is this mr willy wonka cried grandpa joe
did you know for example that he has himself invented more than two hundred
new kinds of chocolate bars each with a different centre each far sweeter and
creamier
and more delicious than anything the other chocolate factories can make
mr willy wonka can make marshmallows that taste of violets and rich
caramels that
change colour every ten seconds as you suck them and little feathery sweets
that melt
away the moment you put them between your lips he can make chewing gum that
never loses its taste and sugar balloons that you can blow up to enormous sizes
before
you pop them with a pin and gobble them up

Thanks for the Knife
An excerpt from The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins.
Sixty seconds. That's how long we're required to stand on our metal circles
before the sound of a gong releases us. Step off before the minute is up, and
land mines blow your legs off. Sixty seconds to take in the ring of tributes all
equidistant from the Cornucopia, a giant golden horn shaped like a cone with a
curved tail, the mouth of which is at least twenty feet high, spilling over with
the things that will give us life here in the arena. Food, containers of water,
weapons, medicine, garments, fire starters. Strewn around the Cornucopia are
other supplies, their value decreasing the farther they are from the horn. For
instance, only a few steps from my feet lies a three-foot square of plastic.
Certainly it could be of some use in a downpour. But there in the mouth, I can
see a tent pack that would protect from almost any sort of weather. If I had
the guts to go in and fight for it against the other twenty-three tributes.
Which I have been instructed not to do.
We're on a flat, open stretch of ground. A plain of hard-packed dirt. Behind the
tributes across from me, I can see nothing, indicating either a steep downward
slope or even a cliff. To my right lies a lake. To my left and back, sparse piney
woods. This is where Haymitch would want me to go. Immediately.
I hear his instructions in my head. "Just clear out, put as much distance as you
can between yourselves and the others, and find a source of water."

